
Remote Education Provision: 
Information for Parents 

This information is intended to provide clarity and transparency to pupils and parents or 
carers about what to expect from remote education where national or local restrictions 
require entire cohorts to remain at home. 

For details of what to expect where individual pupils or small groups of students are 
self-isolating, please see the final section of this document.

What should my child expect from immediate remote education?

With remote education we aim to mirror the curriculum that is taught remotely with 
what would normally have been taught face to face in school. Depending upon when 
we might need to use remote education for whole cohorts or in the case of a national 
lockdown subject leaders may choose to change the sequence of the topics in the 
curriculum map so that what is being delivered remotely is more appropriate and topics 
that would be better taught face to face are rearranged in the sequence until students 
are back in school. 

We teach the same curriculum remotely as we do in school wherever possible and 
appropriate. However, we have needed to make some adaptations in some subjects. 
For example, in design if it is not feasible to follow the normal curriculum because of 
the use of specialist equipment and materials the lessons will be adapted that students 
can still access the main aims of the learning using more accessible materials with 
several options on how to complete these at home. Similarly, in performance subjects 
such as music teachers are using a number of online facilities to encourage musical 
skills development especially where there might not be specialist equipment or instru-
ments available. In PE the curriculum will be adapted for remote education so that it 
focuses upon exercise and fitness and by being taught live teachers will model what 
they want the students to do. 

Remote teaching and study time each day

For our remote education we will be following the normal school timetable with its 
normal times. This consists of 5 one hour lessons per day so students will be receiving 
the same provision as if they had been in school. Live lessons are scheduled to be 50 
minutes long each to allow students time to finish off their work and then submit this to 
their teachers before they then have to join and get ready for the next lesson in time for 
this to start promptly. 

How long can I expect work set by the school to take my child each day?



Accessing remote education

How will my child access any online remote education you are providing?

All work will be set for students to access through Google Classroom. Within each 
subject classroom area teachers will set the work for each lesson. All lessons will be 
clearly labelled with the date to make it easy for the students to find. 
All live lessons will be taught using Zoom and as above the joining codes for the Zoom 
meetings will be shared through Google Classroom. 

If my child does not have digital or online access at home, how will 
you support them to access remote education?

We recognise that some pupils may not have suitable online access at home. We take 
the following approaches to support those pupils to access remote education:

To ensure equity amongst all students it is essential to us that all students have access 
to a high quality device and the Internet so that they can access the same remote 
education offer as other students. By ensuring that every student has access to a 
device and the Internet they can both access the lessons and submit their work. 

• The Chromebook leasing scheme that started in July 2020 has ensured that 
over 75% of students have access to their own Chromebook when working remotely. 
• When necessary we have devices, including dongles to provide internet access 
that we can lend to students if they do not have either their own device or if they do not 
have online access within their home. 

• If parents have an issue with providing devices for their children or with Internet 
access during a period of national lockdown or whole cohort isolation then they should 
contact the school on admin@alns.co.uk and a member of staff will make contact to 
discuss their requirements. 

• Lessons are planned and delivered in a way that does not require students to 
have a printer. If students need new books or any specific paper materials these would 
be provided (during our sessions) once a week on a Friday from 3:00pm to 3:30pm 
where students can safely come and collect any exercise books they may need from 
the school site. If students are unable to do this because the family are isolating then 
parents should contact the school on admin@alns.co.uk and we will be able to arrange 
to have the materials delivered. 

• For some students who may be identified as having nowhere they could work 
remotely or do not to have access to a device, depending upon the individual circum-
stances we may offer a place at key worker school to ensure they are not disadvan-
taged by this. 



How will my child be taught remotely?

We use a combination of the following approaches to teach pupils remotely:

Across the school, in all year groups the vast majority of students are taught their 
lessons and set work for each lesson by their usual classroom teacher who knows 
them best and will be in the best position to ensure the work is suitably challenging 
with any support necessary to help all students make progress.

Our remote teaching approaches:

• Live online lessons: The majority of lessons are taught live by your child’s 
usual classroom teacher via Zoom. this enables teachers to teach the normal curricu-
lum content whenever possible and to provide the high quality teacher explanations 
that students need. live lessons also provide an opportunity for both staff to ask 
students questions and for the students to ask for help whenever they need it. 

• Recorded Lessons: Some lessons are taught as a recorded video made by the 
subject teams and so the teacher explanations are by teachers the students know and 
these follow the curriculum sequence and include the same content as a lesson would 
have done in school. Recorded lessons are made for all lessons even if they have 
been taught live so that they are available for students to access if due to family 
circumstances they were unable to attend at the time of the live lesson. 

• Practical lessons: some lessons rely upon specialist materials and equipment  
or software and so when these are taught remotely such as in Design, PE, Perfor-
mance or Computing - The curriculum is adapted to use more familiar household 
materials for example in the case of Design, or individual based fitness and exercise 
sessions to replace team sports in the case of PE. 

• Commercial websites: some subjects augment their live and recorded lesson 
offer by also using websites that we subscribe to, to support learning. In Maths for 
example all students have access to Hegarty Maths that is used to help reinforce the 
learning. This gives the students an opportunity to apply what they have learned and to 
inform teachers as to how the secure the learning is. In Science at key stage 4 
myGCSE science is used so students can revisit the learning and deploy it. Both 
Hegerty Maths and myGCSE science also gives students immediate feedback on how 
they have performed.  



Engagement and feedback

We expect all students to attend all lessons wherever possible. If it is not possible for 
your child to do the work at the set time in the school day we expect students to access 
the recorded version of the lesson and ensure they keep up to date with their learning. 

• We expect students to try their best, attend every lesson and submit the work to 
their teachers so that so that feedback can be provided. 

• Where students may miss a live lesson due to illness or family circumstances we 
expect them to access the recorded version of the lesson as soon as they are reasona-
bly able to so there are no gaps in their learning.

• A parents role in this is to encourage their child as much as possible to stick to 
the school day routine and to try their hardest. We know both students and parents find 
this routine really useful in helping to keep organised and ensuring work is not put off 
and that the student stays up to date with their learning and will feel confident on their 
return to school. 

What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and the 
support that we as parents and carers should provide at home?



How will you check whether my child is engaging with their work and how 
will I be informed if there are concerns?

It's absolutely essential that we do everything we can to get students to engage in their 
remote education so they do not fall behind their peers and there is no loss of learning 
during times when students have to work remotely. To try and maximise engagement 
we've put the following systems in place: 

• Teachers will monitor attendance at all live lessons and where a student is not 
attending the live lesson the teacher will monitor whether the work was handed in to 
evidence that the student has done the recorded lesson instead. 

• if a student has not attended the live lesson or submitted the work from the 
recorded lesson teachers will email parents to let them know so there is an opportunity 
to prompt their child to complete the work. 

• If work is missing from 2 lessons in succession and the teacher has not had aa 
acceptable excuse from the student for this, the teacher will then phone the parents to 
discuss what any potential issues are and to try and rectify the situation and get the 
student engaged in the learning. 

• Every two weeks we are collecting grades from all teachers for all students so 
that school leaders can monitor engagement of every child and this will then inform the 
actions we take to ensure that we can get every student engaged in their remote edu-
cation.

• Every week tutors will phone home to check on their tutees to see how they are 
doing and to proactively identify any issues and help to rectify them. 



How will you assess my child’s work and progress?

Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written com-
ments for individual children. For example, whole-class feedback or quizzes marked 
automatically via digital platforms are also valid and effective methods, amongst many 
others. Our approach to feeding back on pupil work is as follows:

From many lessons staff are asking students to submit either images or an electronic 
copy of their work through Google Classroom. This is primarily to check the quality of 
the work that the students are doing and most of this work submitted will receive an 
acknowledgement and brief comment from the member of staff. 

Normally within school students receive individual feedback on specific pieces of work 
every two weeks within a subject. In our remote education offer we are replicating this 
and so students will receive feedback on what they have done well and the areas that 
they need to focus on to improve their work in the future to help them make better 
progress in the future. 

Assessment can take many forms and listed below are some examples of the ways we 
are assessing and ensuring students understand how well they are doing. Most sub-
jects are using a range of different methods rather than relying upon a single type of 
assessment and feedback method.

• In some subjects such as English students will be assessed on longer written 
pieces of work that they will submit to their teachers through Google Classroom. This 
will then be marked by the teacher and comments made on the work and then it will be 
returned to the student. 

• Google Form assessments are used in any subjects such as Science, History, 
Languages and Geography where questions are set in an electronic format that 
students complete. Some Google Form assessments are self-marking and others will 
be marked by the teacher and then returned with comments to the student. 

• Some subjects use online assessment tools such as Hegarty Maths and 
myGCSE science which provide quizzes and exam style questions that the students 
complete online and then they receive immediate feedback in terms of how they are 
doing, which answers they have got right, and which answers they have got wrong. 
With these packages the teacher also has access to the students results so they can 
identify any issues and ensure that these are addressed in future lessons. 

• Many subjects use marked reviews where they assess students every two 
weeks testing their recall and understanding of recent work and content covered earli-
er in the year. Throughout any periods of remote education these will be continued but 
will be in an electronic format such as Google forms instead. Students will receive their 
marks and be able to make any corrections necessary once the teachers have marked 
them. 



Additional support for pupils with particular needs

We recognise that some pupils, for example some pupils with special educational 
needs and disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access remote education without 
support from adults at home. We acknowledge the difficulties this may place on fami-
lies, and we will work with parents and carers to support those pupils in the following 
ways:

Because teachers retain accountability for the progress and engagement of their own 
classes students are being taught online by their usual class teacher who knows them 
and their educational needs best, and therefore they will be ensuring that the work is 
set at an appropriate level with support in place to allow all students within the class to 
access the work. The following systems are also in place to help support students and 
families where students have an identified special educational need or disability: 

• For those students classed as SEND who have an Educational Health Care 
Plan (EHCP) the SENCO will make weekly calls to all their parents. This is an academ-
ic progress call, as well as to ensure that the students can access resources, and 
check up on the wellbeing of the individual.
• All students with an EHCP are invited to attend Key Worker School to support 
them.
•  Where concerns are identified additional support may be offered such as 1:1 
calls over Zoom by a teaching assistant or SENCO.  Those students who are identified 
with SEND but do not have an EHCP will have a wellbeing call from their tutor 
fortnightly. Students identified from parental call with issues 

How will you work with me to help my child who needs additional support 
from adults at home to access remote education?



Remote education for self-isolating pupils

Where individual pupils need to self-isolate but the majority of their peer group 
remains in school, how remote education is provided will likely differ from the 
approach for whole groups. This is due to the challenges of teaching pupils both at 
home and in school.

If my child is not in school because they are self-isolating, how will their 
remote education differ from the approaches described above? 

When small groups of students or individual students or self-isolating they will still be 
able to access all of the lessons that they would have studied in school but in most 
areas these will be recorded versions of the lessons and not live lessons. In Maths 
however students will be able to join the lessons that are happening in the classroom 
live using zoom. 

For small groups or individuals self-isolating: 
• Students will access all learning through Google Classroom where they will find 
the recorded version of the lesson or a zoom link in the case of Maths. 

• All lessons that are being taught in school are being mirrored in Google Class-
room with recorded versions of the lesson covering the same content so that students 
that are self-isolating will not be disadvantaged by any loss of learning on their return 
to school. 

• Any work or assessments should be submitted online through Google Class-
room and this will be assessed and feedback provided to the student. 
Our aim is to ensure that students do not fall behind because they have to self-isolate 
and by providing an online version of the learning they will be able to keep up with their 
peers who are still in lessons at school. We recommend that as long as they are well 
enough students stick to the school routine and timings completing work in the normal 
time for those lessons. 


